STEM²D ISN’T HARD

If you enjoy it

How can we encourage more women to study STEM²D?

Say This:
“That subject is hard work but make sure to follow your interests” ✓
“The more women that study that course the better!” ✓
“Not many women have chosen that job” ✓

Not That:
“That subject is so hard!” X
“There’s a lot of boys in that course” X
“That’s a man job” X

Women Belong...
In the Lab, On the Site, In STEM²D!

There are a lot of stereotypes about women’s roles but don’t let these stereotypes define you. Be true to yourself and your interests

Unsure STEM²D is for You?

• Attend University Open Days
• Talk to current STEM2D Students and People with careers in STEM2D

Visit the UL WiSTEM²D Society on Instagram for more @wistemsoc.ul

Where There’s a Will There’s a Way

What to do if STEM²D isn’t available in your school:

• Introduce WiSTEM²D Clubs and Societies in Schools
• See if you can arrange to do the subject in a school nearby.
• Find a teacher outside of your school to teach you.